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At-A-Glance
Appropriate Grade Levels
Grade levels K-6

Intended Use
TIMELINKS is intended for use as a basal K-6 social studies textbook program.

Key Selling Points
1. Focused Instruction for Today’s Standards
2. Highly Effective Design for Today’s Students
3. Targeted Resources for Today’s Classroom

The Important Details
TIMELINKS is designed to address the realities of today’s elementary classroom with
- Concise, focused lessons
- Comprehensive standards coverage
Focus on the SE

- **TIMELINKS** features varying numbers of SEs per grade level.
  - At kindergarten, there is a colorful flip chart.
  - Grades 1 and 2 feature 5 Unit SEs, divided into History, Geography, Economics, Citizenship, and Culture.
  - Grade 3 has a single SE.
  - Grades 4, 5, and 6 have Volume 1 and Volume 2 SEs.
  - These colorful, attractive SEs feature comprehensive, concise content with integrated skills support.
- Research-based **Big Ideas** help students link content to their lives and encourage them to explore and think critically.
- Maps, charts, graphs, photos, and illustrations improve students' mastery of lesson content.
- **Primary Sources** promote a deeper understanding by presenting additional information “in their own words” to make history come alive.
- Exclusive **FOLDABLES** student-made graphic organizers tap into kinesthetic learning and help students organize information as they read.
- **Writing Activities** are linked to content and provide opportunities to improve language arts skills.

Focus on the TE

- **TIMELINKS** features an “At Your Fingertips” Teacher Edition that’s perfect for busy teachers!
- **Leveled Activities** for truly differentiated teaching enables all learners to be successful.
- Teacher information and strategies are provided for Before, During, and After Reading.
- Complete **Leveled Reader Lesson Plan** pages are provided at point of use.

Focus on Print Resources

**Leveled Readers**

Two types of Leveled Readers with every Unit (Biography and Places and Events) presented in three differentiated levels — Approaching, On Level, and Beyond, for a total of 246 Readers.

**Student Skills and Practice Workbook (K-6)**

Contains practice pages on vocabulary, reading, map and globe, and chart and graph skills.

**The Idea Factory (K-6)**

Contains fun project-based blackline masters for student activities they can complete at home, on their own, or in a group.

**Citizenship Big Book (K-3)**

Includes information on holidays, Pledge of Allegiance, patriotic songs, national symbols, historical documents, and the presidents.
Citizenship Book (4-6)
Covers being a good citizen, flag facts, points of view, branches of government, how a bill becomes law, and International documents.

Assessment Book BLM (K-6)
Assesses each lesson per grade with one page of content comprehension with critical thinking, vocabulary, reading comprehension with critical thinking, writing, and map and globe skills and/or chart and graph skills for that unit.

Teaching Transparencies (K-6)
Include BLM graphic organizers, four color maps from the SE, BLM outline maps, and skills pages, plus map and globe skills, reading skills, critical thinking skills, study and research skills, and using primary sources.

Focus on Technology Resources
StudentWorks Plus™ DVD and CD-ROM (1-6)
Includes full audio to build fluency and comprehension, access to printable versions of the Student Skills and Practice Workbook, and gives students the ability to keep track of their homework and progress using the Daily Assignments and Grade Log.

TeacherWorks Plus™ DVD (K-6) or CD-ROM (1 per grade level)
Includes electronic versions of all print materials, editable worksheets, Standards Tracker, and complete planning tools.

Classroom Presentation Toolkit CD-ROM (K-6)
Includes customizable ready-made PowerPoint lesson presentations.

ExamView® Assessment Suite CD-ROM (1-6)
Allows teachers to create customized assessments in a snap, in English and Spanish.

Big Idea Unit Video DVD (K-6)
Activates prior knowledge, builds background, and helps students connect to the important concepts and contents in each unit.

BookLink CD-ROM (K-6)
Contains a database of over 30,000 titles to create customized reading lists. Search by reading level, genre, theme, or Area of Interest; includes DRP™, Lexile™, and Dale-Chall scores for all titles.

Audio CD-ROM (K-6)
Improves comprehension and fluency with uninterrupted, professional recordings of the SE. Provides valuable support for ELL students.